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..."QUALITY DIVERS USE QUALITY EQUIPMENT"...

I was born and growing up at The 
Baltic sea known for its cold water 
and beautiful well-preserved wrecks.
Diving on them was difficult, 
beautiful and demanding. 
With time, wreck diving became my 
biggest life passion.
Then, creating the equipment which 
makes diving easier, more pleasant 
and safe bacame my passion.
And the biggest reward for me is the 
satisfaction of my friends - divers.

Tomasz Stachura
CEO Santi
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?total weight: 4 kg
?fabric: Nylon/Butylen/Poliester 420 gr/sqm
?colors: black, black/red, black/blue
?telescoping torso
?front zip covered with a flap
?Apeks valves with "inflator" ending
?two pockets on thighs
?neck seal made of insulated latex or 3 mm neoprene
?HD bottleshape wrist seals
?6 mm Neoprene boots
?suspenders
?6 mm Neoprene hood
?medium pressure hose
?bag
?3 year guarantee

ESPACE

Over the 25+ years of my diving experiences, I have 
had the opportunity to dive alot of different drysuits.
I am most impressed with my new Santi ESpace 
drysuit. I am very pleased with the new innovative 
and extremely durable fabric and reduced seams 
design. This fabric allows for a very streamlined cut 
and still provides an easy full range of movement.
I am looking forward to many years of good service 
from this suit.

Larry Green
NACD

PROVIDES AN EASY FULL RANGE 
OF MOVEMENT

suspenders

telescoping torso

pockets on thighs

front entry zipper

neck seal made 
of latex insulated 
by 2 mm neoprene

Santi Diving Equipment DRYSUITS



NEW

DRYSUITS

NEW E.LITE DRYSUIT

pockets on thighs

NEW

NEW

Neoprene
knee pads

additional 
zip-fastened flap

neck seal made of 
latex insulated by
3 mm neoprene

telescoping torso

suspenders

Dry Suit E.Lite is made of a unique Rip Stop 
Nylon/Butylen/Polyester material, with a 
weight of 450 gr/sqm. Rip-stop nylon is a 
light-weight nylon fabric with inter-woven 
ripstop reinforcement threads in a 
crosshatch pattern. This fabric gives very 
simillar durable condition than Cordura and 
extra modern apperance.

AN OUTSTANDING PRODUCT FOR 
SERIOUS DIVING AND EXPLORATION

Santi Diving Equipment

The Elite Drysuit, is by far the highest quality drysuit 
I ever had in my hands. The combination of 
material, craftmanship and quality make it an 
outstanding product for serious diving and 
exploration. It is visible that years of experience and 
knowledge - from Your side as a manufaturer as well 
as from active divers around the world to whome 
You seem to listen very carefully - went into the 
design of that suit!

Achim R. Schloeffel 
THE-INNER-SPACE.COM

NEW



DRYSUITSSanti Diving Equipment

?complete weight 5,2 kg
?materials: Cordura/Butylen/Poliester 600gr/sqm
?colors: black/black, black/red, black/gray
?flat seams
?telescoping torso
?front entry zipper
?Apeks valves
?two pockets on thighs
?neck seal made of latex insulated by 2 mm neoprene
?HD bottleshape wrist seals
?boots Neoprene 6mm
?suspenders
?neoprene hood - 6 mm thick
?medium pressure hose
?bag
?3 year guarantee

?
?fabric: Poliester/Butylen/Poliester 
?colors: black 
?telescoping torso
?back zip covered with a flap
?SiTech valves with "inflator" ending
?two pockets on thighs, the right made for small inflation 

bottle
?attached hood For Fullface Mask
?HD bottleshape wrist seals
?6 mm Neoprene boots
?suspenders
?medium pressure hose
?bag
?3 year guarantee
?no Santi branding

total weight: 3,8 kg

ENDURO BUNDER

?total weight: 4,2 kg
?fabric: Rip Stop Nylon/Butylen/Poliester 450gr/sqm
?colors: black/black
?telescoping torso
?front zip covered by an additional zip-fastened flap
?High-profile Apeks valves and inlet valves  with "inflator" ending
?two utilities pockets with elastic bungee loops; the right pocket 

has a zip-fastened flap with a small pocket for double ender clip 
?Kevlar knee pads placed on thin neoprene
?neck seals made of insulated latex and 3 mm neoprene
?HD bottleshape wrist seals
?Flex Sole boots
?suspenders
?6 mm Neoprene collar hood
?medium pressure hose
?E.Lite bag
?3 year guarantee

E.LITE



suspenders

elastic gussets 

banded collar

extra knee 
rainforcement

reflex tapes

Light CDS 40

Comfort BZ 200

Basic CDS 150 

SUMMER  

Extreme BZ 400 
  

WHAT MAKES YOU FEEL SO GOOD IN OUR UNDERSUITS?

(...) So far I like:
The warmth. Extremely warm suit. 
And the warmth and material has 
lasted very well The quality and 
finish of the suit. 
The cut. Great flexiblity in the suit. 
Not very bulky for the warmth 
provided. Quite streamline. The 
inside zipper flap that protects the 
skin. The neck collar is great. Bottom 
legs elastic bands as well!

Andrew Georgitsis
www.unifiedteamdiving.com

EXTREMELY WARM SUIT

UNDERSUITS Santi Diving Equipment

in waist - elastic gusset 
made of the fabric 
protecting from the wind

wide (10 cm) elastic 
ankle bands

napoleon pocket

tapes, which supply air 
to the dry glove

two-way zip 
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UNDERSUITSSanti Diving Equipment

The insulating layer in this COMFORT 200 UNDERSUIT is made of high 
class compressed Thinsulate™ 200 type. This type of insulation absorbs 
less than 1% of moisture in relation to its weight, so even in damp 
conditions, Thinsulate™ retains its insulating ability. 
This breathable material guarantees the thermal balance in a body of 
diver.

The outside layer is made of 6.6 100% Polyamide - light weight, but 
extremely durable and breathable fabric. Smooth and slippery outer 
shell provides help with getting into your Dry Suit.

The inner lining is made from "Micropolar" 190 g/m2. The Comfort 200 
under suit is good for cold water - with suitable underwear it can be 
used for long dives in extremely difficult conditions.

We used the best materials and technologies available to produce this 
Undersuit.

Thinsulate™ BZ 400 insulation is recommended by 3M as optimal 
thermal protection for diver undersuits; is pre-compressed to eliminate 
bulk under Dry Suits, as opposed to other materials.

It also has a net layer, which make the undersuit even more durable and 
practically indestructible. The lining is made of soft micropolar 190 gr.

The outside layer is made of 6.6 Polyamide 100% additionally reinforced 
with polyester fabric in the areas exposed to damage. In this model we 
used also good solutions from other versions, like elastic gussets in 
arms and waist, wide ankle bands and water-resistant cuffs with tapes, 
which supply air to the dry gloves.

Extreme BZ 400 
  

Comfort BZ 200

Divers make a significant 
investment in a custom dry suit, 
but it is just as important to get 
an undergarment that fits like a 
glove, allowing for maximal 
range of motion, comfort and 
warmth. My Santi drysuit 
underwear gives a long-legged 
girl a chance to move in comfort 
and full range. I have nothing but 
great things to say about Santi 
and their service, attention to 
detail and great fit! 

Jill Heinerth 
www.IntoThePlanet.com

AN UNDERGARMENT 
THAT FITS LIKE A GLOVE
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Santi Diving EquipmentUNDERSUITS

Summer Undersuit is made of 100% polyester 
fleece 400 g/m2, finished with polyester patches 
to reinforce parts exposed to damage and water. 
This is an ideal undersuit for warm months. Also 
used by sailors as the underwear with a jacket.

This is the thinner Undersuit we produce. We 
used here the thinnest insulation available on 
the market - Thinsulate™ CDS 40, breahable 
fabric, which instantly pull sweat away from 
your body. The outer layer is made of 6.6 
Polyamide 100%  fabric quilted along together 
with Thinsulate™. The inner layer is made of 
micropolar 190 g/m2.

We are using three different quality of fabric to 
make this vest: micropolar, Thinsulate BZ 
200/Thinsulate BZ 400
and 6.6. 100% Polyamide as the outer shell 
material.

Warming Vest can be warn under Santi 
undersuits and/or over thermal underwear Ex-
Temp for even greater protection from the 
elements. We produce this versatile 

TMundergarment in two weights, with Thinsulate  
400 for additional thermal protection and 

TMextremely cold waters, and Thinsulate  200 
which can be used with light drysuits in 
moderate to warm waters.

Undersuit Thinsulate™ CDS 150 is the most 
versatile of all SANTI undersuits. The outside 
layer is made of 6.6 100% Polyamide - durable 
and breathable fabric. For this model we use 
Thinsulate™ CDS 150, insulation, and the lining 
can be made of polar 400 gr/m2, or - if you 
wish - warm and fleecy fabric. It also has 
gussets in armpits, which provide exceptional 
mobility. 

Warming VestBasic CDS 150 Light CDS 40 SUMMER  



AFTER DIVE

Version A Version B

Version DVersion C

Classic SOFTSHELL Jacket Long sleeve casual shirtLadies HOODED 
SOFTSHELL Jacket 

Men's HOODED 
SOFTSHELL Jacket 

Fleece Jacket, Fleece Trousers
Fleece Body Warmer

EXPEDITION Jacket, EXPEDITION Trousers

Beanie hat

Divers tees Divers tees

Divers tees Divers tees

Santi Diving Equipment



ACCESORIES

Leisure BagE.Lite Bag

Drysuit Bag Undersuit Bag

Neoprene sock Polar socks

Black Mask 

Rockboots

Mask Strap

Nylon Socks

Polar lining for dry gloves Dry gloves with wrist sealsSummer dry gloves 

Flex SolesStandard neoprene boots

Standard neoprene hood Standard neoprene 
hood for full face mask

Collar neoprene hood Collar neoprene hood
for full face mask

Enduro pocket ESPACE pocket E.LITE pocket

no. 1011x
no. 1013x

no. 1014x
no. 1015x

no. 1020x
no. 1023x no. 1021x no. 1022x

no. 1082 no. 1084

no. 1091x

no. 1053x no. 1051x no. 1052x

no. 1081 no. 1080

no. 1090x

no. 1040 no.1040 no. 1044

no. 1054no. 1050
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..."QUALITY DIVERS USE QUALITY EQUIPMENT"...
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SANTI Sp. z o.o.

ul. Polska 32
81-334 Gdynia POLAND
tel. +48 58 678 50 10
fax +48 58 678 50 09 


